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winter months.



2022 Northwest HVAC Market 
Snapshot
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will be presenting insights from the 2022 HVAC sales data that NEEA collected from Northwest regional suppliers. Rick Huddle and his team from Cadeo conducted the analysis. He may chime in to add some colorful commentary throughout the presentation. He is also available to answer questions.



Annual collaboration between NEEA and BPA

Goal: Track residential and light commercial HVAC sales volumes and 
efficiency levels

HVAC Sales Data Collection
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Data Collection & 
Model Matching

Data Analysis & 
Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This annual HVAC sales tracking project is a long-standing collaboration between NEEA and BPA.NEEA collects information from HVAC suppliers and provides confidential sales data to Cadeo. Cadeo analyzes the data and fills any missing gaps using vetted extrapolation methods. The goal of this effort is to understand the technology and efficiency mix of residential and light commercial HVAC sales coming into the region every year, and how this market is evolving over time. These data feed into BPA’s market models, informs NEEA and utility program planning, and also helps the HVAC suppliers themselves understand where they are vis-à-vis the overall market.



330,000 units represent between 30-80% of 
residential market
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2022 collected sales data contains over 330,000 residential-sized units from over a dozen regional suppliers; we’ve obtained the greatest coverage since this effort began.This chart depicts a comparison of the volume of collected sales data compared to our estimates of the total market size for 5 key residential technologies. The total market size estimates come from BPA’s Residential HVAC Market Model that uses a stock turnover model and various other data sources. The blue bars are the sales volumes we saw in the 2022 sales data. Mini-split heat pumps are well covered in the sales data. For the other technologies, ASHP, VHSP, gas furnace, and CACs, they represent between 30 and 50% of the overall estimated Northwest market. 



Combined heat pump sales 
surpassed gas furnace sales 

Overall Takeaways
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VSHPs now make up 35% of ducted 
heat pump sales

Gas furnace and CAC market share 
declined in 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time since we began tracking regional sales in 2016, the volume of heat pumps sold in the region has surpassed gas furnace sales. Related to this finding is that gas furnace and CAC have declined in their share of the market, as heat pumps now maintain the majority share of the market. The third key takeaway is that the variable speed heat pump technology has grown significantly in the market over the last few years, and they now make up more than a third of the centrally ducted heat pump market.A note about commercial sales: both residential and light commercial sectors are within the scope of NEEA’s data collection effort. However, commercial-sized sales only represent 3% of all the collected data. So, the remainder of this presentation focuses on residential-sized equipment. We designate equipment as commercial if it’s Larger than 5 tons for equipment like heat pumps and air-conditioners, and if it’s greater than 225 kBtu/hr for gas furnacesRequires 3-phase power (3-phase power is not supplied to homes)



Evolution of Heat Pumps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before going through the technology and efficiency mix that we saw in the 2022 sales data, I want to spend some time walking through how heat pump technologies have evolved in terms of how they are marketed and how they are installed in the field.



1-stage ASHP

Doesn’t work 
below 40F

Centrally ducted heat pumps continue to 
advance
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2-stage ASHP

Added some 
efficiency

VSHP

Variable speed 
offers efficiency 

and comfort

Cold climate or 
dual fuel or 

low load 
efficient

Optimized for 
climate, customer 
preference, and/or 

utility program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with centrally ducted heat pumps…. These units that you see on the left have been around for decades. They are paired with a centrally ducted indoor air handing unit. For a long time they only existed in inefficient single-stage units that don’t work well below 40F. Then came 2-stage units, which allow for added efficiency at milder temperatures.In recent years variable speed heat pumps, or those units that have a variable speed inverter-driven compressor, have slowly gained momentum in the market. They have grown so significantly that we’re now calling them their own heat pump category: VSHP.So to keep things simple, when we say air-source heat pumps, we are now only referring to the single- and two-stage centrally ducted heat pumps. This aligns with the terminology that most regional utilities use to distinguish between these centrally ducted heat pumps.This evolution didn’t stop there, we’re now seeing more push for differentiation among the variable speed units.Air-Source Heat Pump A single- or two-stage compressor that provides electric heating and cooling to a centrally ducted indoor air handling unit (AHU).Variable Speed Heat Pump A variable-speed outdoor unit that provides heating and cooling to a centrally ducted indoor AHU. VSHP includes any ducted mini-split HPs that manufacturers always pair with an indoor AHU.
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Mini Splits: so many options!

High-wall head

Wall-mount

Indoor air-handler/ 
centrally ducted

Ceiling cassette

Outdoor unit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving onto mini-splits! We also commonly refer to these as ductless heat pumps, but for the purpose of our presentation and sales data summary, we’re avoiding calling these ductless heat pumps, and instead are referring to these as mini-splits, or mini-split heat pumps.The reason is that companies manufacturing and selling these mini-splits have increased the range of options that these mini-split outdoor units can be configured. They can now be paired with a variety of indoor units, including both ductless AND ducted options, or a combination of both. The other reason we’ve shifted in terminology here, is that we can’t tell how these sold equipment are paired and configured in the sales data.. The sales data do not indicate pairings of outdoor units with indoor units, so we don’t know for sure how many mini-splits are going into ductless configurations vs. ducted. 



What are Mini VRF systems?
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Branch 
Box

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we attended the AHR Expo last year, we heard some manufacturers using the term “mini VRF” or mini variable refrigerant flow systems. While a typical VRF system might be 10-30 tons or more, these mini VRFs are smaller. They come in capacities between 3-5 tons… Mini VRFs also use single-phase power instead of 3-phase power like the commercial units, and can only be paired with up to 8 indoor heads. After we heard about these mini VRFs, we successfully identified about 2000 mini VRF units in the 2022 sales data. While mini VRF equipment is still uncommon compared to other heat pump technologies, sales nearly quadrupled in 2022 compared to the year prior. So this is an area we’ll continue to track in future years’ sales data. You might be wondering how does a mini VRF system differ from multi-head mini-splits…. They are both variable-speed side-discharge outdoor units paired with multiple indoor units. When we looked into the manufacturers that do make the distinction between mini VRFs and multi-head MSHPs, they point out that mini VRFs have a branch box that allows a single set of refrigerant lines to go from the outdoor unit to a remote location (which is often, but not always, inside the home).



Mini VRF vs. Multi-Head MSHP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For multi-head MSHPs, the outdoor equipment will have several (2-5) “ports” where you connect your refrigerant lines, without that common branch box. Sometimes, this means you’d have more pipes/line sets running on the outside of your home. Branch box ….Has some of the electronic controls that manage the refrigerant and communication between the indoor units and outdoor unitManufacturers that we talked to at AHR all said the branch box does NOT include energy recoveryKeeps just one line from outdoor unit- potentially “cleaner” looking installLess copper, could be less expensive installation and less chance for leaks.



Technology Mix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will use the next few slides to cover the relative shares of technologies seen in the residential-sized portion of 2022 sales data.Then I will move on to looking at the efficiency mix of each of the key technologies seen in the sales data. 
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Heat pumps 
surpass gas 
furnace sales

61% combined 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time since 2016, the combined heat pump sales outnumbered the gas furnace sales. In 2022, the combination of ASHP, VSHP, MSHP, and mini VRF sales was 61% of heating equipment sales in the collected sales data. At the 2023 AHR Expo , at least two manufacturers said their sales models pointed to gas furnace sales declining by 2025 – both nationally and in the Northwest. The heating technology mix of the collected sales data shows that the slowdown in gas furnace sales may have already begun in the Northwest.   With anticipated code updates in Washington State, the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) incentives, and public interest in electrification, heat pump sales of all types are expected to continue growing. 



HVAC follows new home sales … until now
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National AHRI Sales vs. U.S. Census New Construction Home Sales

Heat Pumps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, looking at national AHRI historical data U.S. Census data for new home sales is in gray. Furnaces are orange and heat pumps (incl minisplits) are in blue.We found that heat pump and gas furnace sales generally rise and fall with residential new construction sales. In 2022, nationwide new construction sales dropped as did sales of gas furnaces. But heat pump sales grew, and for the first time in the 20years of AHRI data, combined sales of heat pumps (ASHP, VSHP, and MSHP) were higher than gas furnaces. We’re not ready to declare that this trend will continue based on one year’s data, it very well may signal a tide change. 
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CAC sales 
lower 
compared to 
heat pumps

64% combined 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cooling technology mix shows each cooling technology’s sales as a percentage of all cooling equipment sales in the 2022 collected data. CAC sales have traditionally been approximately 45-50% of the cooling technologies soldAs we saw in the heating technology mix, the combined heat pump sales were 64% of cooling technologies- outnumbering CAC sales for the first time since 2016. 



Room AC sales correspond 
with weather
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t get Room AC sales from suppliers, but NEEA kindly shares info from their Retail Portfolio Project.The RPP collects data from corporate-level national retailers to provide mid-stream incentives on qualified energy-efficient products. These Room AC units are ones that consumers can mount in a window seasonally and plug into a standard 120V electrical outlet. Room AC sales can vary significantly year over year. We have found that room AC sales typically correspond with the number of cooling degree days (CDD), a metric that shows how “hot” a particular year was. The average regional CDD is the background orange.Note: To calculate the regional CDD, we averaged the value between all 4 states and then summed the values between June-September.



Efficiency Mix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this final section before we wrap up, I will walk through the efficiency mix of a number of key residential technologies. This is something that we analyze and track in the sales data every year and this is made possible through NEEA and its data collection contractor’s model-matching / data enrichment process, where they bring in efficiency attributes of the collected sales data by matching model numbers to the AHRI product directory. 



VSHPs now 35% of centrally ducted 
heat pumps

HSPF 8.2 is 
federal 

minimum

SEER 14 is 
federal 

minimum

Ducted Heat Pump Heating and Cooling Efficiency Levels
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reminder- these are 2022 standards and metrics. HSPF2 wasn’t required until Jan 2023VSHPs in the blue- have seen enormous growth over the past few years and now account for 35% of all ducted heat pump units Federal regulations required split-system heat pumps to have a minimum heating efficiency of HSPF 8.2 and a minimum cooling efficiency of SEER 14. The majority of ducted heat pumps sold in 2022 were more efficient in heating than the existing mandatory requirements. Majority just met the cooling standards.Note- in the data, We saw zero ASHP above HSPF 10+ but some VSHP that are below 10.



MSHPs reach much higher levels 
of efficiency

HSPF 8.2 is 
federal 

minimum

SEER 14 is 
federal 

minimum

Mini-split Heat Pump Heating and Cooling Efficiency Levels
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSHPs are inherently variable speed, and generally more efficient than standard heat pumps- Only 1% of sales are in the lowest heating efficiency tier. You can see that the HSPF and SEER ratings go way up compared to the last graph, which essentially stopped at HSPF 10 and SEER 163 quarters of DHP sales still in the 9-11 HSPF tier.



72% of CAC sales are above 
minimum standards

SEER 13 is 
federal 

minimum

Central Air Conditioner 2022 Efficiency Levels
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SEER 13 is federal minimum for AC (as opposed to 14 for heat pumps)A little over one fourth of CACs sold just meet federal standardsAbout 75% of units are higher-efficiency



Gas furnaces are either high-efficiency or 
minimum standard
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Gas Furnace 2022 Efficiency Levels

AFUE 80% is 
federal 

minimum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the share of gas furnace sales dropped in 2022, they still represent 40% of heating technologies. Gas furnace efficiency continues to be bifurcated, with 37% of consumers installing code-minimum units and 62% choosing highly efficient condensing burners with efficiency of 95% or higher.Starting in late 2028, residential gas furnaces standards are rising and will provide an annual fuel utilization efficiency of at least 95%



Room AC ENERGY STAR units regain 
majority
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gray bars show lower-efficiency units that don’t qualify for NEEAs program. The blue bars show Energy Star qualified units.In 2022, 60% of room AC sales were ENERGY STAR.This continues a trend over the past several years where ENERGY STAR units make up the majority of room AC sales.The only except was last year in 2021 where the non-ENERGY STAR units actually made up the majority (55% of sales). We theorize that supply chain issues may have impacted the availability of higher efficiency units in 2021. In 2022, room AC sales dropped along with CDD, and the efficiency rebounded.



Upcoming 2023 Sales Data 
Collection
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That was the last slide on 2022 HVAC sales. What we’re now looking forward to is collecting the 2023 sales data, which NEEA will be doing over the next several months. I’d like to invite NEEA staff to do a quick share-out about the 2023 sales data collection effort.



Things to look for in 2023

Standard changes – how does that 
affect efficiency mix?

Impact of new construction sales?

Will heat pumps continue to outpace 
furnaces and central AC units?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re excited to get our hands on the 2023 sales data to learn whether some of the things we noticed in 2022 persisted or changed in 2023. First, the federal standards on split-system air-conditioners and heat pumps changed in 2023. Plus the metrics that DOE uses to measure the efficiency of heat pumps and air conditioners are changing from HSPF and SEER to HSPF2 and SEER2This means we’ll get completely new model numbers for all equipment… and we’ll see how the updated standards and efficiency metrics impacted the 2023 efficiency mix. Second, we’ve heard from HVAC market sources that new home sales slowing down in 2023 may have impacted HVAC equipment sales… this is something we’ll watch for as well… will this new construction slowdown only affect furnace sales but not heat pump sales (like we saw this year), or will sales volume go down for all equipment types?And lastly, related to this relative share between gas furnaces/ central Acs and heat pumps… regardless of total sales volume, will we continue to see heat pumps share surpass furnace/CACs?



Access 2022 HVAC Sales Data 
Summary at https://www.bpa.gov/-
/media/Aep/energy-
efficiency/momentum-
savings/2022-hvac-market-
snapshot.pdf

See you May 1st

at the next 
quarterly call!

Questions?
Contact Joan Wang 
jjwang@bpa.gov
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Appendix: 2023 Standards & 
M1 Test Procedure

Current Standards
Standards as of Jan 
1, 2023- using old 

metrics

Standards as of 
Jan 1, 2023 –using 

new M1 Test 
Procedure

Product Class SEER HSPF SEER HSPF SEER2 HSPF2

Split-System Air 
Conditioners 13 14 13.4

Split-System Heat Pumps 14 8.2 15 8.8 14.3 7.5
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards were raised in Jan 2023- models are now required to be more efficientBut DOE also adopted a new, more stringent test procedure, and also new metricsSo even though the values required under the new test procedure don’t look that much bigger (or even are lower for HSPF2), they are actually more stringent.Minimum energy efficiency is increasing by approximately 7%Effective date Jan 1st , 2023Sell down of older rated products allowed in the North regionDifferent rules for North, Southeast and Southwest regions 
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